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®

a co ns c i ou s d a n c e
pr a c t i c e

JOIN THE MOVEMENT
SOUL MOTION SCHOOL
®

Are you ready to extend your movement artistry and philosophy
beyond the dance floor?
The Soul Motion School was created as a means to facilitate the essential spirit and mastery of
Vinn Arjuna Martí’s life’s work, Soul Motion®

EMPOWER | INSPIRE | EMBODY
The Soul Motion School curriculum presents a body-based understanding and perception of present
moment aliveness. The language of the body is spoken through: creative expression, dynamic relationships
with yourself & others, and the still voice of dialogue with all that is seen and unseen.
The Soul Motion School comprises a circle of experienced Soul Motion teachers and mentors who will
bring their own distinct points of view and approaches to this body of work.
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SCHOOL PROGRAMS

SOUL MOTION SCHOOL PROGRAMS

The Soul Motion School curriculum is a comprehensive series of studies.

SOUL MOTION: FOUNDATIONS
A first step for those interested in any program within the Soul Motion School,
providing an essential overview of Soul Motion’s philosophy, practice, landscapes
and platforms. Pre-requisite for any Soul Motion School programs.

SOUL MOTION TEACHER CERTIFICATION TRAINING PROGRAM
The journey to become a Soul Motion teacher, which includes the Embodied
Leadership Modules

THE EMBODIED LEADERSHIP MODULES
Nested within module one and two of the Teacher Certification Training Program,
this program inspires personal and/or professional skills and tools to engage an
authentic and embodied life of moving ministry.

THE WAY OF THE MOVING MYSTIC SERIES
Further study, inspiring the use of ritual, poetry, nature, journaling, prayer, art, and
the dynamics of tending space. Open to all who completed Foundations.
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SOUL MOTION: FOUNDATIONS
This five-day program is a first step and a deeper dive into
the architecture and essentials that comprise this practice; a
place to return to again and again.
Foundations emphasizes the four Soul Motion Relational
Landscapes: dance intimate (solo), dance communion (with
another), dance community (ensemble) and dance infinite
(ritual space). Included are additional inquiries that present
the Soul Motion Activity Platforms: pause presence, orbit
orientation and echo inspiration.
This is an enrollment-based program open to all interested in
the foundations of this body of work.
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SCHOOL PROGRAMS

SOUL MOTION TEACHER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

EMBODIED LEADERSHIP MODULES

An immersive and personalized path within four residential modules.

Moving skillfully within the everyday
This course of study is embedded in modules one and two of the Teacher Training Program.

It begins with 2 seven-day modules that focus on personal embodiment of the practice, development of
mindfulness and presence-building tools. Students will also design an individualized process for building
somatic leadership skills within their everyday life.*

The final 2 modules consist of one seven-day module and one ten-day module. Here the student will be
immersed in teacher development skills with a focus on the Mythos, Method, Music, and Marketing of Soul
Motion.
“Good teaching cannot be reduced to technique but is rooted in the identity and integrity
of the teacher. Good teaching takes myriad forms but good teachers share one trait: they
are authentically present in the class…” (Parker J. Palmer – Courage to Teach)
This program is an extended study of Soul Motion. In addition to the four modules outlined above, we will
also engage in an active online learning community. Further guidance through an assigned mentor and
monthly Faculty calls will round out the curriculum.
After the successful completion of this program, you will be awarded a Soul Motion Teacher Certificate.
Prerequisites: Soul Motion Foundations, and a minimum of 200 Soul Motion credits.
* If you choose to pause and/or not continue, after the successful completion of modules 1 and 2 of the Teacher Training Program,
you will be presented with a Soul Motion Embodied Leadership Certificate.

Time in this program enables individuals to skillfully apply the Soul Motion philosophy and practice to
enhance somatic leadership in other fields such as education, business, health care, other conscious
movement modalities, counseling arts, and the everyday.
Embodied presence is an essential tool used to track moment-to-moment
sensory input with awareness. Students are EXPOSED to the philosophy and
architecture of Soul Motion as a practice both on and off the dance floor. They
then process EXPERIENCES as life in motion and remain open to the body’s
language as an EXPRESSED wisdom.
Embodied Leadership graduates bring their practice to the workplace, the
home space, and community settings. They become international ambassadors
of conscious living in the everyday.
These two modules can be completed as a unique and powerful course of
study. Successful completion of them awards you a certificate as a Soul Motion
Embodied Leadership Graduate.
* Teacher Training Program pre-requisites are required to attend these modules.
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SCHOOL PROGRAMS
SOUL MOTION: THE WAY OF THE MOVING MYSTIC SERIES
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Led by Soul Motion School Faculty.
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Soul Motion: The Way of the Moving Mystic Series is an advanced-level program open to ALL
who have completed Foundations.
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As somatic practitioners we continue to unfold and learn within the tradition of conscious dance
as a metaphor for understanding the alchemy of our everyday lives.
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Our path is to continue to open and receive the wisdom of body vision and knowledge. This
program takes the next step in receiving and recovering the somatic resources available to
us through movement, intention, ritual, poetry, journaling, prayer, art, and the dynamics of
tending space.
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FOUNDER
DESIGNER of SOUL MOTION
Vinn Arjuna Martí

Whether running in circles in the schoolyard
or circling partners at Catholic youth dances
in the Bronx; these were a few of the places I
experienced freedom and aliveness.
Years of performing provided me with a deep
understanding of how to clearly occupy space.
Time spent as a storyteller taught me how to
speak with presence. Years spent working with
young children informed me about patience.
Later in my dance career I met Gabrielle Roth
and I knew then that I no longer wanted to dance
for people, but rather with them.
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This is what I offer.
Freedom. Aliveness. Presence.
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SCHOOL
FACULTY
“Dance is not something I do,
it is simply who I am.”
~ Michael Molin-Skelton
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Michael Molin-Skelton holds a few things sacred: “The love of my life
Anneli, the miracle we named Jaylan, friends that cherish and challenge me,
dancing alone, dancing with you, love.“ Michael is a senior faculty member
of the Soul Motion School and resides in Port Townsend, Washington.

Aletia Anna Alvarez is co-founder and director of Madrona MindBody Institute
and resides in Port Townsend, Washington. She calls herself a Dance Detective:
An investigator into the mystery of how to best resource our body‘s intelligence
as we dance through life. Aletia Anna comes to us field-tested as executive
director, community activist, entrepreneur, organizational consultant, master
mariner, rotary-wing army flight officer, Outward Bound instructor, and most
of all, as a Soul Motion® teacher and facilitator.
Edgar Spieker is a Soul Motion teacher and Dance Therapist residing
in Hamburg, Germany. He is a trained musician and singer and was
a member of Germany’s First National League of Shotokan Karate.
Edgar has experience in Modern Dance, Ballroom Dance, Authentic
Movement and various forms of Conscious Dance. For 10 years he worked
as a Nia Black Belt teacher. He has taught Soul Motion since 2003.
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TUITION INFORMATION
SOUL MOTION: FOUNDATIONS (pre-requisite workshop – cost varies, open to all)
				
SOUL MOTION TEACHER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM:
MODULES 1, 2, 3 & 4

$7,780

Includes: Modules one through four with the Embodied Leadership Modules, on-line curriculum
between modules, a leadership field guide and teacher training manual, and personal mentorship
during the program.
			
EMBODIED LEADERSHIP MODULES:				
$4,250
MODULES 1 & 2 OF TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM ONLY
Includes: Module 1 and 2 of instruction, on-line curriculum between modules, Soul Motion
Leadership Field Guide, and mentorship during the program.

TUITION
The Teacher Training Program (including the Leadership modules) is an application-based enrollment.
Non-refundable application fee of $60.
Once approved, a program deposit of $500 will be due.
All fees are non-refundable.
Cancellation and Refund Policy for Soul Motion Programs, as required by the Oregon State Workforce
Training and Education Coordinating Board: http://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/345.115
Travel costs and housing packages are not included in the tuition fees.

Prerequisites for Teacher Training & Embodied Leadership: Foundations and 200 Soul Motion credits.
Apply online
THE WAY OF THE MOVING MYSTIC SERIES:				
COMMITED SERIES OF FOUR EXTENDED WORKSHOPS
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$1,950
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MOVEMENT CREDITS
“Soul Motion leaders are people who cultivate capacity
in re-arranging the familiar. They are comfortable in the
mystery of things and are vigilant in being bound by their
history.”
Vinn Arjuna Martí

MOVEMENT CREDITS :
•

Soul Motion: Foundations [required]			
Taken more than once
		

•

Class 		

				

2 credits

200 total credits are required for The Soul Motion
Teacher Certification Program.

•

Daylong

				

8 credits

•

Weekend 					

16 credits

100 credits with Arjuna and/or School Faculty
[includes 45 Foundations Credits]

•

Extended weekend 				

20 credits

•

Five day 					

30 credits

50 credits with licensed Soul Motion teachers.

•

Seven day					

45 credits

•

The Way of the Moving Mystic Series

80 credits

REQUIRED MOVEMENT CREDITS

50 credits with other licensed Soul Motion teachers or
somatically-based movement modalities of your choice.
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45 credits
50 credits

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We do nothing alone. In any endeavor there are countless others who devote time,
energy, and sweat equity to bring to fruition the seeds of creativity. I remain grateful to
those who help shape the method and the mythos of Soul Motion and who continue
to remind me about open-heartedness, generosity, and service.
							
~Arjuna

Zuza Engler, Soul Motion teacher, founding
faculty, mentor of teachers, and creatrix of
Embodied Inquiry. Zuza has been spiraling
along the path of kinesthetic investigation
for three decades and teaching movement
and somatics since 1993. Through her
patience, creativity, insight, and vision
she played a major role in creating and
implementing the design and curriculum of
the first four Soul Motion teacher trainings.
She teaches in the San Francisco Bay Area
and around the world, often in duet with
her husband, Scott Engler. ZuzaEngler.com

ANNA MARTÍ
WINKY WHEELER
KRISTINA MAYER
KATRINA CURRY
BRADLEY EHRLICH
MONIQUE FERRIS
SABINE ZWEIG
SHAMBHAVI SARASVATI
PRAKASHI SHERRILL

TAKE YOUR SOUL MOTION PRACTICE FURTHER

Photos: Monique Ferris, David Conklin and Jens Wazel . JensWazelPhotography.com
Design: Sabine Zweig; www.DancersOfLife.com and Winky Wheeler

Soul Motion School Information Packet: www.soulmotion.com/soul-motion-school/
Additional questions may be sent to: SoulMotionSchool@gmail.com

